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This game is a modification of Traktor for the Android. All new race tracks and stages (except a few tracks from previous Traktor versions) and an option to use.rar files to download the files instead of the proprietary storage system that was previously used to save the music. The game features a level editor, an iPhone app (Korg iRacing for iPhone) and a new record feature that allows you to create
an online "best time" and/or "best lap time". 25.05.2013 This is a demo of a game I am working on. I am very very new to game development, I have a lot to learn! Please give your feedback. This is a work in progress. You will be able to create your own tracks. You can play over 100.00+ tracks right now and use the ones you have created to play with and practice on. 24.05.2013 Tracks: Airport
Cathedral Construction Site Ghetto Graveyard Leisure Suit Mine Office Resort Shelf Statue Toy Track Types: 2 Lane 3 Lane Bonus Corners Fog Gaps Mine2 Objects: Dumpster Traffic Light Tree Vine Water Tank No idea what this one is yet... Download the game here! 20.04.2013 This is a demo of a game I am working on. It's a racing game on the Android and will run on most phones. Most
features are fully functioning, you can play levels over 100+ and use any music you have created. 14.02.2013 I've got some friends who enjoy putting together C64 music. They've been talking about a way to share their collection online. They are about to have their first release (a test run) but they're going to go to a mail order company to get a few physical CD's made. This got me to thinking about a
way to make it easier for them to share their music online. I have designed this to be very very simple. A web based page that they can go to and browse their collection in a way that's easy for them. You can use all the music you make with this tool right 82157476af
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